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what is said here appears in Kurytowicz' earlier works. We should, however, give some
thought to the claim that this work will replace previous handbooks on Indo-European.
In the sense that Kurytowicz' work is full of ingenious and fascinating answers to the
major questions of accentuation and ablaut in Indo-European, this work will indeed
be a necessary starting point for subsequent discussions. By the same token, however,
the work is so original and personal that I would hesitate to call it a handbook or
reference work. The very theoretical formulations of developments are set forth in a
schematic and abbreviated style which renders constant reference to the author's
previous works indispensable. In the mass of reconstruction of developments within
stages of PIE one very easily looses one's sense of chronology. Finally, but not least
importantly, Kurytowicz gives no bibliography and extremely few references in the
course of the work. In sum, this is a brilliantly fascinating work which is also very
personal.
University of Pennsylvania

George Cardona

R. Anttila, Proto-Indo-European Schwebeablaut (= University of California Publications in Linguistics, 58). Berkeley/Los Angeles, University
of California Press, 1969. xviii q- 238 pp.
The author of this book (which is based on a dissertation written under supervision
of Cowgill) shows a profound knowledge of the literature on his subject, and makes
high demands on his method; the book is, indeed, a serious contribution to the discussion on its subject. Nevertheless I must add immediately that I am not convinced
by the main conclusion of the book, and that I have many problems with details.
The structure of the book is as follows (my captions): Preliminaries, 51 pp. (History, 1-23; principles, semantic, 24-9, formal 30-5, segmentation, 36-51), material,
106 pp. (Indo-Iranian, 52-66, Greek disyllabic roots, 67-87, other, 88-157), evaluation, 15 pp. (Benveniste, 158-62, analogy, 163-72); summary (173-6); appendix on
Kartvelian (177f.); bibliography, indexes.
A few words may first be said about the purpose of the book. The author himself
is not wholly clear about it; after giving a new theory he says on p. 173: "It turns out
that there is no need to link schwebeablaut with a new theory" and on p. 174: "Currently ... handbooks use schwebeablaut as a solid fact of the protolanguage, or treat
it otherwise inadequately." From this quotation one would expect that now schwebeablaut has been eliminated, but it has not. A new investigation of the material is of
course useful, but it is hardly to be expected that all supposed instances would appear
wrong. One might say that the conclusion concerns Pre-PIE: schwebeablaut has
been demonstrated to occur in a number of roots of PIE; here one could stop. Anttila,
however, gives a historical explanation for the phenomenon: State I would be analogical; see below.
The historical survey is very useful. As Anttila states, "in this century scholars
generally do not refer back beyond Benveniste or Kurytowicz, who in their turn do
not accredit earlier work either" (p. 19).
The semantic requirements are not specific for sehwebeablaut, of course. The
author states that he will use strict semantic principles, which he does and in which
he is right; that he will discard onomatopoeic words (note ngpSolaut - - OIc. freta,
where there is no formal evidence of abnormal treatment), and words liable to tabuistic remodelling (?ugv6~:naked; but olcNo - - ydbhati)should be retained: there
is nothing against (*haeibh- or *(h)oibh-/*(h)iebh-).
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In chapter IlI ("Formal requirements") it is pointed out that the zero grade is independent from the full grade, i.e. that there is no zero grade schwebeablaut (eR : R,),
so that on a zero grade only one cannot distinguish between state one or two in the
full grade. This is right, but I do not agree with the statement (p. 30) that "many
treatments with reduced vowels or anaptyctic vowels within the zero grade must be
disqualified for schwebeablaut." Of course, anaptyctic, i.e. secondary, vowels are
not relevant for PIE, but reduced vowels are. The point is that Anttila does not recognize reduced grades: "There are no good reasons for a reduced grade" (p. 15;
litt.). I think we cannot do without them. In two cases I tried to demonstrate that
we must accept them, Dev? 206-9 (Gr. aRa < eRH) and pp. 235-7 s.vv. KctL~o3,6vo~tt
(zuv6c0 from *t~neu- etc.). The importance here is that to my mind CeC(C) allows
the reconstruction of a full grade CeC(C).
In Chapter IV ("Principles of segmentation") it is stated that nasal presents will
be excluded from the discussion. This may be wise. (In 4.2.3, however, "infixed resonants other than the present infix" are introduced. What is meant here, are forms
that have been shown to be the subjunctives of the nasal presents, type O H G springan
from *spr-en-gh- (Kuiper, Nasalpriisentia, 175f.). This, more than anything else,
determines the segmentation of the indicative as *li-n-ek ~-, not *li-ne-k ~-, which is
preferred by Anttila, p. 39). The thematic vowel is regarded as a separate morpheme,
n o t as part of the root (4.5). A (two consonant) vowel jump rule is formulated in
4.6: "When the vowel jumps over two consonants, it indicates that there is a morpheme boundary in between." This rule is for practical use. "It follows that alternation that one can call schwebeablaut occurs only within the interior of three consonant sequences CeCC : CCeC." Of course, the rule and the conclusion state the
same factual situation. Rightly Anttila adds that the first consonant may be absent.
As for his example (pp. 50 and 41), OIc. okkvinn < *eng"-o-, Lat. inguen, ~ f l v <
*~g"-~n, Rix has demonstrated (MSS, 27, 1970, 102) that this form cannot have had
a laryngeal: *eng"- could only have had hi, but *hl.ng"- would have given *~8- in
Greek (other indications Dev. 91). With s movable one has sCeCC etc.
We come to the material. Anttila states (p. 170) that only one fourth of the material
mentioned in the literature survived the screening. In my opinion Anttila is often
too critical. Often evidence is rejected because it is based only on one or two languages, but it is clear that a language may be the only one to have preserved PIE
facts. He states (p. 173) that "the investigation was undertaken with an open program." Of course, we have no right to doubt the author's sincerity, but the impression one gets is that the final conclusion (State II is old, I is secondary, i.e. schwebeablaut is a limited phenomenon, to be explained as recent) has induced the author
to reduce the evidence as much as possible.
Chapter V ("Indo-Iranian evidence"). Future forms of the type CRaCsyati from
CaRC roots are due to analogy (the term metathesis, p. 66, should therefore be avoided). Many roots are discussed in which Sanskrit innovations are assumed; I will
discuss them (together with the evidence from the other languages) in chapters 8 and 9.
Chapter VI deals with the Greek disyllabic roots, which I discussed in Dev. 186253. As regards the question whether or not the three laryngeals remained distinct
in Greek Anttila takes no position. In fact, however, he argues as if they were distinct (as I think), to some extent because he must do so: if he does not assume ~h~ >
vl], he must for -3'vrlxog assume a state II, which might unnecessarily suggest schwebeablaut. It is pointed out in this chapter that R l7 might represent zero grade (which
is of no interest for schwebeablaut) and mostly does so.
A result of the fact that no reduced grade is allowed is that assimilation is called

x Dev. : R. S. P. Beekes, The Development of the PIE Laryngeals in Greek (The Hague,
1969).
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in on a large scale (p. 68L): CeRa > CeRe or CaRa, etc. He thus arrives at two
patterns (p. 69):

I

eRa/Ra
eRe/R#
eRo/R6

II

aRa/Ra
eRe/R~
oRo/R6

I don't see why there are two patterns. As aRa is due to assimilation in eRa, we have
eRa/(>)aRa/Rgt etc. Moreover, if we indeed allow era > ere (above, p. 68), we
should have eRa/aRa/eRe/Rff, and if oRa would likewise give oRo and aRa, we would
even have eRa/aRa/eRe/oRa/oRo/Ra (and why not add R~ and R6, then?). This
amounts to complete chaos, but the actual material does not point in that direction.
We must admit assimilation in Greek, also with the outcomes of laryngeals (~peq~-/
6po~p- must represent *hrebh-/hrobh- with either ha or hz), but it did not seem necessary to assume it on a large scale. Anttila often refers to 'Pattern 1/I1' to 'solve' difficulties, and this gives a method of explaining away States I (analogic on R~, R~
or R6). I found little or no reason to assume such analogy. (Analogy is widespread,
of course, but this does not allow us to discredit given forms arbitrarily as analogical.
Methodically, I think, we may assume analogy only when we have serious arguments
for it. Otherwise we would lose all certainty.) For zero grade before vowel and the
reduced grade the following are the Greek representations, to my mind:

J~I-V > eR
LP,h2-V > aR
l~ha-V > oR

eRhl > aRe or eRe not decided
~Rh2 > aRa
eRh3 no evidence (aRo or oRo expected).

Chapter VII deals with the evidence for schwebeablaut within each group separately,
as far as not discussed in V (Indo-Iranian) and VI (Greek disyllabic roots). In 7.2.2
the Greek prothetic vowel is made much more mysterious than it is. In Dev. 18-97,
table p. 68f., I counted 63 good cases and 33 less sure ones; that is enough to definitely establish Kurytowicz's explanation of the phenomenon.
For Germanic (pp. 90-4) there is abundant material, but there is also evidence for
metathesis to some extent. Much schwebeablaut evidence is Germanic only. Suspicion is aroused by the remark (p. 92): "The evidence from the zero grade is important, because it makes PIE schwebeablaut unnecessary." If this means that always
a full grade might be secondary on the basis of the zero grade, this is true, but it
offers the possibility of denying schwebeablaut anywhere (and the formulation suggests that the author is going to do that).
In Balto-Slavic there seem to have been many analogical creations. Here, too, much
of the evidence finds no support elsewhere. To my mind the Germanic and BaltoSlavic material requires a separate detailed treatment. The other groups, when taken
by themselves, contribute virtually nothing.
Chapters VIII and IX give the cross-PIE evidence. The division between VIII and
IX is not altogether clear to me. The evidence discussed in IX is said to be better,
that in VIII to be less good, but in VIII there are cases that survive the screening and
in IX some that do not. (Captions are those of Pokorny, but the author tacitly reinterprets them, which is not always easy; e.g.p. 137, 9.32, *gWey- 'to live' opens with
"The only evidence for state two"). I shall discuss the material after reviewing chapters X and XI.
In Chapters X and XI the material would not seem to be thoroughly evaluated.
The reader is confronted with a theory, which is not demonstrated on the basis of
all the facts, but illustrated with some facts. The reader has to check it for himself.
In general, the discussion is not clear and not penetrating enough.
Anttila agrees that Benveniste's analysis is valid (for the type *doru *dreus), but
"it must be confined to the cases presented here" (p. 161), i.e. in w 10. And on p. 163
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he concludes "But the three consonant sequences in the material not yet discussed
cannot be so easily segmented. It will be evident that this lack of susceptibility to
segmentation does in fact correspond to a different natural explanation." To my
mind this is not evident. There are two things. One is that it is possible that PIE
in its last stage had CCeC (or CeCC) roots beside which the original CeC form did
not any longer exist. This means that Benveniste's assumption that all roots ultimately derive from a two consonant sequence may be true (only) for an older phase
of PIE. The second point is that we may not be able, owing to a lack of material,
to demonstrate the existence of the forms, and the correctness of the analysis given.
I see, then, no need for another hypothesis. (Anttila states that, if this analysis means
that two morphemes are combined so that only one may have full grade, schwebeablaut is reduced to normal ablaut. I think this is indeed the case. Nevertheless the
term may have some practical usefulness).
Anttila's theory is that state one is analogical, or at least secondary. It is based
on Kurytowicz (Apophonie, 147-50; now also Idg. Gramm., II, 221,301-4). The basic
assumption is that derivation from root nouns was based on the zero grade of the
oblique stem with the introduction of a full grade, e.g. *luk- gives *leuk-o-. Nobody
will deny the possibility that on the zero grade - g T a full grade - e R T could be built,
but Kurytowicz then rashly states: "Wenn aber auch in Einzelf~illen, ja sogar in der
Mehrzahl der F~ille, das Nebeneinander (...) auf einer Neuerung (...) beruht" (Idg.
Gr., II, 221). To my mind there is no evidence for this assertion, which in one line
in passing makes an exception to the rule. It is typical of Kurytowicz, who gives
much theory and little demonstration of it and who often presents his theories as
facts. In general it must be said that, if such a type of derivation existed, it must
have had a basis, and the cases Anttila tries to explain in this way may rather be that
very starting-point (for a few - - other - - cases), of which the origin can be easily
explained with Benveniste's analysis. E.g. of the forms *dieu-, *di~z-, *deist-o-, the
last is explained by Anttila as a case of the above process, *dig- -+ *deig-o-. This is
to my mind an unexplained process, and an unproven hypothesis. *Deigo- may as
well (and preferably, I think) be supposed to be derived from *depeu-o- with zero
grade in the element preceding the suffix. The problem we arrive at here is how ablaut originated. Let us state frankly that we know nothing about it. (An essential
point in Anttila's considerations is that thematic forms must be recent. Of course
there are many recent thematic forms, and perhaps most are recent, but the thematic
type as such (or the thematic vowel, however this is defined) must rather be very
old, were it only for the fact that one could not explain where it can have originated.
E.g. Anttila says of Kuiper's (State I) thematic subjunctives that they are "another
late thematic formation." I doubt that there is any indication that this form category
as such is late. Of course its secondary use as indicative is late, but that is another
matter).
Anttila construes the following opposition (19. 171), which would confirm the difference between 'Benveniste roots' and the other category:
*do r-u
*dieu-

*dr-eu-,
*diu-,

deriv.
deriv.

*dr eg-o*deig-o-

This would be an important observation, but (1) it does not prove that *deiu- is in
any sense secondary; (2) the scheme is misleading in that it is incomplete. The *drew-oderivation is from the oblique stem, and this occurs also in the hysterodynamic type,
i.e. from the zero grade. And the *dei~-o- type also occurs in the proterodynamic type, as appears from *h2ei~-o-, Lat. aevum, Goth. aiws beside *h2oiu *htieu(-s).
I do not see, then, that Anttila has proved his theory. On the contrary, while he
rejects the existing explanation, his own theory asks itself for an explanation.
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Methodically, therefore, Benveniste's hypothesis must be preferred, and Anttila
has not put forward any serious argument against it.
As regards the discussion of the material, I have many objections (which does not
mean that it does not contain many useful remarks). I must limit myself to a few
cases, taken from the list on p. 175f. (I must say that this final list is not very clear;
it contains items that cannot even have schwebeablaut, as *Aek-/Ak.~).
*Aenk-/Anek- is an extremely doubtful conglomerate that should not have survived the screening. Let me remark only that vs~cp6~ should not be connected with
forms that have prothetic vowel (~vsr-, ~vd'/r~ 9.). Reconstructions *Andn~-a,
*ana-Ag]c-a and *an-anek-a for &vdNK1qare all pure speculation. In such words the
oldest meaning should first be established. Note Chantraine, Dict. dtym.: "Aucune
des 6tymologies (including ~vsTrcs~v, OIr. ~cen, Hitt. henkan, Lat. nex) ne rend comte
du sense propre [established by H. Schreckenberg, Ananke, Munich, 1964] de ~tv~7~l
et des ses d6riv~s: 'contrainte' et d'autre part 'parent6'. La notion qui pourralt justifier ce double d6veloppement s6mantique serait celle de lien." Chantraine prefers
Schwyzer's 6v-aTr- 'prendre dans les bras'; this kind of etymologies would seem to
belong to the past. If it is not a compound and not reduplicated, it cannot be analyzed into root and suffix (-k, -nk?), nor is a PIE root -(e)n(e)n- probable. On account
of its double a-vocalism it is likely to be of non-IE origin.
*Aeus-/Ages-. Anttila rightly accepts Kiparsky's explanation (Lg, 43 (1967), 624-6)
of fid~ as *aus6s > *auh~s > *ahg~s > *hagOs (as against *ah~Os > *aggds in Aeolic).
This points to a root *h2eus-. However, among the words with State II connected
by Anttila is ~ct9 'spring', which cannot represent *h2ges-f. The two groups cannot
be cognate; this is not necessary semantically either ('spring' : 'morning'). It appears
that all words with State I mean 'dawn' (fi&g, aurora, Lith. au~rh, OE ~astre~ etc.)
and that the words for 'spring' have only the shape *ges- (Skt. vasantd -a, Av. vauri,
Arm. garun, ~ap, OCS vesna, Lith. vasara ('summer'), Lat. v~r (?), OIc. v~r (9.)). There
are two words for 'dawn' with State II: Ved. vasari- 'morgendlich leuchtend' (the
interpretation of vasarhdn- is not sure), and Celtic words, e.g. Welsh gwawr ( < *gOs-rO.
Zero grade also is known only from 'dawn' (Skt. ustis- usrd-). This situation is understandable: as 'spring' has no initial laryngeal, its root is *ues- (beside which *euswould be possible, but it is not found). We have then:
1. *~es- 'spring' (~u9, Skt. vasantd- etc.);
2. *haeus-/h2us-/h2~es- 'dawn' (aurora, ~(oq / usds-/vasard-).
Skt. ucch6ti, Lith. aft$ti 'd~immern' probably belong to root 2, but they cannot be
connected with Hitt. au(s)-, because this does not have h- ( < ha).
*dleEgh-. Anttila's treatment of Greek is unacceptable: "~vSeLsxfig does in fact
represent the normal replacement of the expected *dl~-", and 6oLtz6g, that stands
for *~o~.o;~og, is "more plausibly" derived from *dloEghos > *g~.co~og > *~o)~ozog.
This means that the (double) evidence of Greek is ignored. There is no evidence
that R 17was ever replaced by VR V in Greek.
Knobloch, Die Sprache, 5 (1959), 27-45 has pointed out that there is hardly any
evidence for a goddess of 'Spring', and that OE gastren, O H G 6starfm 'Easter, Pascha'
was derived from a word for 'dawn', not for 'spring'.
s Cf. Renou, EtVedP., III, 4 n. 2 on this and other forms. He thinks that the meaning 'spring' of vasantd- developed from 'dawn': "le lien entre les deux acceptions
est d6montr6 par l'expression u~dsa.h ~ardda~ ca (RV) 4.19,09 'printemps et automnes'."
However, in the article cited in the previous note, p. 36 n. 48, he prefers an interpretation 'pour de nombreux jours et (de nombreuses) ann6es'. That there was a secondary development 'dawn' > 'spring' (not in the other direction) seems a priori possible,
the more so if there existed originally two different words, of which the roots became
identical, vas-.
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*[creA-. "The Greek alternation lcepct-/~p6t- finds support only for its state two"
(in Skt. grdyati). "In this situation we must resort to pattern I ... as the origin of
•epa-, rather than assign it to PIE." This is unacceptable. Anttila forgets Ved. dgirta-, and one could as well say: as ~:p~- is probably zero grade, only Sanskrit zero
grade finds support elsewhere, so that Skt. gra- must be analogical. In this way both
full grades can be ignored.
*k~eA- (Skt. gtlvas-/dvatrd-, nfilact). Anttila considers the Sanskrit nominal forms
to be secondary formations based upon gtT-. Even if Celtic would point to *kawar( < *kd/h2-r-), this "would not add essentially to schwebeablaut, except for chronology, i.e., the ablaut would be of PIE date rather than an Indo-Iranian ... innovation."
Here it appears that the author starts from the preconceived idea that the form must
be secondary, even if it dates back to PIE. In that case, however, there would be no
indication that it was secondary. (I see no reason why the Sanskrit forms should be
secondary).
*pelE-/pleE- 'to fill'. Anttila is not right in rejecting the evidence of Skt. p6ri.nas-,
Av. paranah-vant- and Skt. ptirfman-; the structure of *pelh~-n-os is parallelled by
drdvi.nas-, Av. draonah- and x~pavog < *temhl-n-os.
*ters-/tres-. Anttila thinks early metathesis more likely than original schwebeablaut,
because of the meaning. Though metathesis is not impossible, there is no evidence
for it. In general we should not discard a word as onomatopoeic, unless there are
formal aberrations that prove that the word cannot be explained in a normal way.
Otherwise we could do away with all forms we consider difficult.
*wegWh-. Anttila denies the antiquity of e6Zo~t~t, Av. aogad~ etc., but Johanna
Narten has now shown that these forms are old, Pratidanam, 9-19.
I add a few forms that are not found in the list of p. 175f., but which I consider
to be instances of schwebeablaut. (I add the paragraph where Anttila discusses it).
(8.8) *h2eut-/hzget- 'blow > understand', Av. aota!/Skt, vdtati. Anttila's arguments
to dismiss the group in fact confirm it (p. 57): Thieme gave the semantic basis, while
Bailey showed that Ossetic confirms Avestan. Greek ~iez~tct&~rla6v dttSzg~l (*h2u~etm-)
establishes h2.
(9.68) *uerg-]~re~- 'work, do'. State I is sure (~p'/ov, Av. varazam, O H G were).
It is stated that ~9pe~ct is "obviously secondary", but without one argument, and it
could hardly be explained without 15~o. Then Celtic words with *gre~- are presented,
but "British alone is hardly cogent for PIE." But British is not alone.
(9.19) *(ha)embh-/(ha)nebh- 'navel'. Anttila follows Szemer6nyi (Syncope, 238-49)
and posits *nebh-/~bh-, as "ready made words" would not have schwebeablaut. But
there is no evidence that all forms belonged to one paradigm. On the contrary, there
is evidence for a root noun, an n- and perhaps an/-stem. Skt. ndbhi- is an/-stem replacing a root noun; the root noun explains the long vowel, *(h)nObh-s? Lat. umbo
points to an n-stem; so do O H G amban 'Wanst', OS ambon 'abdomina', but Anttila
separates them, because of their meaning; I think the semantic development is not
too difficult. For an n-stem we expect full grade in the nominative and *hadmbh-On
(or *(h)dmbh-On) is well possible. Lat. umbo cannot be explained by a zero grade
*gbh-, which would give emb-, not umb-. Hemp, homo probably has two different
vowels retained (thus Ernout-Meillet), and is not so close a parallel as imber < *embhro- < *mbhro- (thus Anttila p. 143). The development mbh- > umb- supposed
by Szemer6nyi is simply wrong. Latin, then, has *haembh- or *(h)ombh-, and the
German forms confirm this. Rix, MSS, 27 (1970), 94f. supposes *h3mbh- > Lat.
umb-. This seems to me very improbable, as we have no sure indication elsewhere
4 The spirant of Av. ndfa-, as against nab&, can perhaps be explained from this
nominative *(h)nObh-s > *ndf-s cf. *dhrugh-s > druO-g. (Cf. the problem of Skt.

nakhd-).
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that the three laryngeals kept their colour in Latin. (Rix does not mention O H G
amban etc.). For Greek he also supposes *h3mbh-, but this would have given *&p(-c~Log), not 6g~p- (cf. dr&iv < *ngU~n). Greek, then, also points to full grade, which
is thus attested by Latin, Greek and German (for State I). I have no opinion on the
different paradigms: (*h)ndbh-Ol is of course possible, but not all/-forms must derive
from an old paradigm. Anyway, the phonetic evidence cannot be ignored.
(9.20) *h3engh-/hanegh- 'nail'. Here we have much the same situation as in the
preceding item. //3- is shown by gf~vu~ that can only be explained from *sm-hanogh(my article which is to appear in Orbis). Szemer6nyi here also explained Lat. ung-uis
by a zero grade. Again, this is impossible, as is demonstrated by inguen < *eng"-~n
< *n.g"-~n. We must assume State I *h3engh- for Latin, which establishes schwebeablaut.
(p. 62f.) *dhemh-/dhrneh- 'blow'. Anttila is at pains to explain away State I forms:
"To use dh6mati as evidence for PIE schwebeablaut is not very elegant, inasmuch
as the meaning makes onomatopoeic remodelling possible" is his last resource. I see
no reason to assume remodelling, and beside dhdmati we have -dhama-. These forms
cannot have *dhmh-o-, as this gives *dhima-. The most natural explanation is *dhemhe/o, and *-dhornh-o-.
*h2eud-/h27ed- 'voice'. The group is not mentioned by Anttila. Gr. c~68fi etc. against
Skt. v6dati; Dev., 89.
Oegstgeest, The Netherlands

R. S. P. Beekes

Annelies Kammenhuber, Die Arier im vorderen Orient. Heidelberg, C.
Winter, 1968. 295 pp.
L'auteur, assyriologue, a 6prouv6 le besoin de mettre en garde les indo-europ6anistes
contre l'abus de l'6tymologie "aryenne" dans l'61ucidation de l'onomastique de l'Asie
ant6rieure. La pr6paration de son ouvrage a demand6 plusieurs ann6es, au eours
desquelles a paru celui de Manfred Mayrhofer, Die Indo-Arier im alten Vorderasien
(1966), dont j'ai rendu compte aiUeurs (Chronique d'Egypte, 42, 1967, pp. 343 sq.).
Mlle Kammenhuber n'a pas cru devoir se ranger au jugement mod6r6, bien temp6r6,
de son pr6d&esseur imm6diat; elle a persist6 dans son attitude hypercritique. C'est
ainsi qu'elle met en doute, sans raison suffisante, l'interpr6tation du kassite ~uriya5
par le sanskrit srtriya.h 'soleil', alors que cette interpr&ation, par une rare chance, est
corrobor6e du c6t6 s6mantique par la glose ~amaL Cette hypercritique la conduit
r6duire consid6rablement le nombre des attestations sores de la pr&ence aryenne.
Mais, eomme elle ne peut rien contre un noyau r&istant de fairs stirs, elle aboutit h ce
paradoxe, dont elle prend bien consience (p. 239), qu'il est devenu plus difficile d'expliquer "das merkwOxdige Ph/inomen, dass die Mitanni-Hurriter nach Ausweis ihrer
Spraehe einige arische Lehnw6rter, bestehend aus G6tter-, Personennamen und
wenigen hippologischen Fachausdrficken, fibernommen haben. Warum geschah das?
Und wann und wo fand diese Berfihrung zwischen den Ariern und den (sp~iteren)
Mitanni-Hurritern statt?" I1 lui faut bien admettre, pour sortir de l'embarras off elle
s'est raise par sa faute, que "wohl eine kleine arische Oberschicht zu den MitanniHurritern gelangte", reals, ajoute-t-elle, cette classe dominante, au moment de l'expansion de la puissance mitannienne, 6tait d~j~t hourritis6e.
Li6ge

J. Duchesne-Guillemin

